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Let a be a limit ordinal, n a positive integer and A an abelian p-group of length 
a + n. We give a characterization of those subgroups ofA/p”A that are images of 
P ““-high subgroups ofA. Using this we show that he study of abelian p-groups of
length w + n having all high subgroups isomorphic sequivalent to the study of 
groups G of length w having a specified set of pure dense subgroups isomorphic. 
This set of pure dense subgroups of G is determined by a dense subgroup P of 
G[ p” 1 modulo a maximal p”- ‘-bounded summand of G. For each positive integer n 
we give an example of a p-group A such that all the high subgroups of A are 
isomorphic but not all the high subgroups ofA/p”‘+“-‘A are isomorphic. 
For a primary abelian group A, a high subgroup H of A is a subgroup 
maximal with respect toHn @“A = (0). Let I]: A -+ A/p”A be the natural 
homomorphism. Then q maps every high subgroup of A isomorphically onto
a pure dense subgroup of A/p”A. Hence the study of the set of high 
subgroups of A reduces to the study of a specified set of pure dense 
subgroups ofa group (A/p”A) with no elements ofinfinite height. To make 
this reduction fthe problem satisfactory one needs reasonable necessary 
and sufficient conditions fora set of pure dense subgroups ofa p-group G
with no elements ofinfinite height to be the set of images of the set of high 
subgroups ofa group A under a homomorphism rp from A onto G with 
ker rp = p”A. One would also like to reclaim A from G and information 
about G. 
Call an abelian p-group A an IH-group (isomorphic ghs) if all of its high 
subgroups are isomorphic. Until recently (see [2] and [7]), the only IH- 
groups known were C-groups, i.e., groups for which the high subgroups are 
direct sums of cyclic groups (see [6]). Accomplishing theabove program 
would reduce the problem of determining the class of IH-groups to the 
problem of determining those p-groups with no elements ofinfinite height 
having aspecified s tof pure dense subgroups i omorphic. Thetechniques in 
]21, ]71 and [g], relevant tothe problem in question, essentially use this 
reduction. 
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In this paper we shall give a satisfactory reduction for p-groups A of 
length o + n. Hence we will reduce the study of IH-groups oflength w + n 
to the study of groups with no elements ofinfinite height having aspecified 
set of pure dense subgroups i omorphic. Using this reduction we will show, 
for each integer n > 2, the extence (and actually the means of constructing) a 
p-group A with the property hat all the high subgroups ofA are isomorphic 
but not all the high subgroups ofA/p” ’ “A are isomorphic. 
We will actually consider abelian p-groups A of length a + n, a a limit 
ordinal, and characterize those pure dense (in the a-topology) subgroups of
A/paA that are images of paii -high subgroups of A under the natural 
homomorphism. We will show that he map A --+ (A/p”A, A[ p”]/p”A) is a 
one-to-one correspondence between the class of isomorphism classes ofp- 
groups of length a + n and the class of equivalence classes ofpairs (G, P), 
where G is a p-group of length a and P is a subgroup of G[p”] that contains 
a maximal p”-’ -bounded summand of G and is dense in the a-topology with 
P[PI + G]PI. 
In this paper all groups will be additively written abelian p-groups, p a
fixed but arbitrarily prime. For a group A, A[p”] = {x E A: p”x = 0) is the 
p%ocle of A. By the socle of A we mean the p-socle ofA. If a is an ordinal 
p”G = p(p4G) if a = p + 1, and p”G = nbEa p4G if a is a limit ordinal. The 
length of a reduced p-group A is the least ordinal IIsuch that p’A = (O}. The 
height of an element x E A is the ordinal  such that xE p”A - pa+ ‘A. A 
subgroup H of A is said to be p”-high in A if H is maximal with respect to
H npaA = (01. Thus high means p”-high. The a-topology on a group A is 
the linear topology onA having (p5A}sEu as a base for the neighborhoods f 
{O). If no mention is made of the topology we shall mean the w-topology. 
My notation a d terminology will in general bethe same as that used in [ 3 ]. 
1. THE PROPOSITION AND OTHER PRELIMINARIES 
Let A be a p-group of length a + n, a a limit ordinal. Let n: A --P A/p”A. 
For i = 0, l,..., n - 1 we will determine which subgroups of A/p”A are 
images of p” + i -high subgroups ofA. In particular, if p”A is homogeneous 
(i.e., p”A= @ Z(p”)) and H is ap”-high subgroup of A, then the set of pure 
subgroups ofA/p”A supported byn(H[p”]) is the image of the set of p”- 
high subgroups ofA. We will need the following lemma which is Lemma 1.1 
in [l]. 
LEMMA 1. Let A be a reduced p-group, a a limit ordinal nd H a p” tn- 
high subgroup of A, n a nonnegative nteger. Then A[pS] = H[p”] 0 K[ p”] 
for s < n + 1 and K any complementary summand of a maximal p”-bounded 
summand of p*A. 
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In the following proposition we shall assume that he maximal p” ‘- 
bounded summand of our group A is zero in order to make the statement 
simpler. Thesimplest wayto remove this restriction is t  demand that K,) 
contain the image of a maximal p”-‘- bounded summand of A. But this does 
not suit our purpose h re. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let A be a p-group of length a t n, a a limit ordinal 
and n a positive integer, such that he maximal p”- ‘-bounded summand of A 
is zero. Let n: A + A/p”A be the natural homomorphism. Let 
Ko~K,&-..cK,_, be a chain of pure subgroups of A/p”A with the 
property that q(A[ p”]) = C~.IJ Ki[ p”-‘1, Then there xists a chain of 
subgroupsH,cH,E...EH,_,inAsuchthatforn=O,l,...,n-l. 
(1) Hi is ~~‘~-high inA and 
(2) V(Hi) = Ki. 
Proof. The proof will be by induction on where a-I- n is the length of
A. If n= 1 then ~(A~p])=K~~p]. W ewill show that p*A is a summand of 
L = q-‘(&,). Note that p”A E. A[ p]. Since p”A is bounded we only need to 
show that p”A is pure in L. Let x E L such that pxE p”A. Then 
q(x) EK,[ p]. Thus there xists y EA[ p] such that q(y) = q(x). Hence 
y - x = L & p”A and px = p(y - z) = 0. Therefore p”A is pure in L and 
hence asummand of L. Write L = H, @ p”A. Then q/H, is an isomorphism 
from H, onto K,. Moreover, H, is pure in A since q preserves h ights less 
than a, q(H,) = K, and K, is pure in A/paA. Also A[p] = H,[p] @ p”A and 
the purity ofHo in A implies that H, is p”-high inA. (The proof for the case 
n = 1 is essentially the same as that in Corollary 5 off9].) 
Assume that he result is rue for groups of length LY-t n- 1. Let A be a 
group of length CI + n, and let X, G K, G . . . c K, be a chain of pure 
subgroups of A/p”A satisfying the hypothesis of the proposition. Decompose 
p”A = @I=, Ai, where Ai = @ Z(p’). We will first how that A, is a pure 
subgroup (and hence asummand~ of n-‘(K,_ i). To this end first note that, 
by Lemma 1, any pain-’ -high subgroup M of A satisfies A[ p”] = 
M[p”] @A, and hence n(A(p”]) = n(M[p”]). Also note that o show the 
purity ofA, we need only show that if xE q-‘(K,- )with p’x E A, then 
p’x E prA,. We will induct onr. If x E q-‘(K,-,) such that px E A, then 
q(x) EK,- I [ p] = q(M[p]). Hence xE A [p”]. Thus p”x = 0 which implies 
that px E PA,. Let r be a positive nteger such that 1< r < n. Assume that if 
xE n-‘(K,_,) such that p”xE A,,, 1 <rn < r, then pmxE p”‘A,. Let 
x E q-‘(K,-,) such that p’x E A,. Since p’-‘(px) E A, we may choose 
YEA,, such that pr-‘y=p’x. Thus ax-yEAfp’-‘]=Mlp’-‘]O 
A,jp’-I]. Thus px--y=s+t with s~M[p’-‘] and tEA,]p’-‘1. Let 
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u E M[rJ such that pu = s. Then px - pu = t + y E A,. Since uE M(p’] 
with r < n we have u E q-,(K,-,). Thus there xists w E A,, such that 
pw =p(x- a). Hence p’w =p’x since p’u = 0. Note that if r=n then 
p’x & An implies that p’x = 0. If r> n we come to the same conclusion. Thus
A,, is a summand of q-‘(K,-,). 
Decompose q-,(K,,-,)=H,-,@A”. We will show that H,_, ispat”-‘- 
high in A. Since pa+*-’ A=P”-‘A, and A[p”]=H,-,[p”]@A, this 
follows easily ifwe can show that H,_, is pure in A. In order to show that 
H n-1 is pure in A, let L=I-i,-,np”A. Note that p”A=L@A, and 
ker(q 1 H,_,) =L. We wili first how that L c p”(H,- ,), Let x E L such 
thattheheightofxinAisa+k(O~k<n-l).IfMisap*’”-’-high 
subgroup ofA containing L then for every positive nteger m >0 there exists 
y E M[ p”] such that h,(y) > m and pk+,y = x. Since M/p”] c q-‘(K,- ,), 
WC! may write y=z+g with zEH,-,[p”] and gEA,,. Thus 
pk+,(z+g)=x. Hence pk”z-x=-pk+,gEH,_,nA,=(O}. Thus 
P kf’~=~ and h,(z)>m. Assume k=n-2. Since q(H,-,)=K,-, and 
K n-l is pure in A/p”A there exists u E H,+, such that pmu = z + t with 
tEL. Thus pm+n-i~=p”+,z+p”-, - t x. Hence x has in~nite h ight in
H n-1. That is to say the lements in L of height a + n - 2 in A have infinite 
height inH,- , . Assume that we have shown that he lements in L of height 
greater than a+ k in A have infinite height inH,-, where 0< k < n - 2. Let 
x EL with ,(x) = a + k. Let na be a positive nteger and z f H,-, with 
h,(z) > m and pk+ , - z x(asabove).Let~~~“-,suchthatpm~-z=~~L 
(this follows from the purity ofK,-, and the fact that q(H,-,) = K,-, with 
kernel L). Then p”+k+‘~=PkS’~+pkf’t=~+pkt’t. But h,(pkt’t)> 
a + k -t. 1 and hence p k+ ‘t has infinite height inH,_ , . Thus x has infinite 
height inH,- , . 
Next suppose that x E H,-, such that he height ofx in A is <a. Suppose 
that p”u =x for some u E A and positive nteger m. Then the height ofq(x) 
is >m and hence by the purity ofK,- , there exists y EH,- , such that 
pmy(y) = q(x). Thus p’“y -x = t E L. Thus xhas height >m in H,- , since t 
has infinite height inH,-, . Therefore H,-, is pure in A. Since A 1 P] = 
H,_,[p]@A,[p] and H,-, is pure in A we can conclude that H,,-, is 
P @+“-‘-high n A. 
We will now obtain the rest of the chain. Note that q(H,_, [ p”- ’ 1) =
Cy:i Ki[ p+-’ 1. To see this, observe that q(p(H,_ ,[ p”])) =
p CF:,, K,[p”-‘1 = cy:i pKi[p”-‘1 = Cr:f K,]p”-‘-,I, Hence by the 
induction hypothesis there exists a chain H, c: H, c ... GH,-, of subgroups 
of H,-, such that for i= 0, I,..., n - 2, W, is p”+‘-high inH,_, and 
q(Hi) I- K,. 
COROLLARY 3. Let A be a p-group of length a + n, a a limit ordinal nd 
n a positive integer, such that he maximal p”-‘-bounded summand of A is 
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{O}. Let n: A + A/pnA be the natural homomorphism. Then a pure subgroup 
K of A/pnA is the image of a pa-high subgroup of A if and only if 
r](A[p”])=K[p”]@P withp”-‘P= (0). 
Proof: It is easy to show that K is dense in A/p”A. Decompose 
P= @l:,’ Pi with Pi = @ Z(p”-‘). Choose a chain of pure subgroups 
K=K,,gK,s...cK,-, of A/p”A such that Ki[ p”-‘1 = Kj[ p”-‘] @ Pi. 
Then n(A[p”]) = Ci:i K,[p”-‘1. H ence the result follows from the 
proposition. 
Let A be a p-group. Decompose A = P @ A’, where P is a p”-bounded 
summand of A. Then A is an IH-group if and only if A’ is an IH-group. 
Thus in studying IH-groups we may restrict ourattention (without loss of 
generality) to those p-groups whose maximal p”-bounded summand is zero 
(for some fixed n). 
COROLLARY 4. Let A be a p-group of length w + n, n a positive integer, 
such that the maximal p”- ’ -bounded summand of A is (0). Let 
n: A -+ A/p”A be the natural homomorphism. Then A is an IH-group if and 
only if all the pure subgroups K of A/p”A such that n(A[p”]) = K[p”] 0 P 
with p”- ‘P = 0 are isomorphic. 
2. A CONSTRUCTION OF ELONGATIONS 
AND THE MAIN THEOREM 
We will need the following construction of a group A which, in the 
terminology of [lo], is an a-elongation of ap-group G of length a by a 
bound group B. That is to say A/paA z G and p”A g B. This construction is 
a special case of Remark 1.15 in [ 11. Let a be a limit ordinal nd G a p- 
groupoflengtha.LetK,~K,E...~KiE...EK,=Gbeachainofpure 
subgroups ofG that are dense in G with respect tothe a-topology. Let
B = @FZO Bi, where Bi = @,,iZ(p’) with ]Ai] = rank K,/K,-,. Let Di be 
the divisible hull of Bi and D = @I=, Di. Let CI: G + G/K0 be the natural 
homomorphism and r: D--t @r=, Di/Bi be the homomorphism such that 
r 1 Di = pi. Let rp be an isomorphism from G/K, onto @;= i D,/B, such that 
p(Ki/K,) = @jzl Dj/Bj, i= 1, 2 ,..., n  Let A=((x,y)EG@D: rpa(x)= 
r(v)}. Then A is an a-elongation of G by B. It is straightforward to show 
that Hi = { (x,y) E A ] x E K, and y E @j= i Dj) is a p”+‘-high subgroup of 
A, i = 0, 1 ,..., n - 1. Also, if x is the projection of A onto G then ker rr =
@YE i Bi and zHi = Ki for i= 0, l,..., n - 1 (ker x= p”A). 
Next let G’ be a p-group of length a, a a limit ordinal. Let n be a positive 
integer and P a maximal p”- ‘-bounded summand of G’. Decompose 
G’ =P@ G. Let S be a dense subgroup of G[p”] with S[p] # G[p]. 
Decompose S= @z:ASi, where Si= @Z[p”-‘I. Choose a chain of pure 
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subgroups K,E K, s ..a c K,-, of G such that K,[p”-‘1 = @j=, SJp”-‘I. 
Using the above construction we can construct a group A of length a + n 
with a chain of p”+ i -high subgroups H, E H, c ..a c H,- , such that 
A/paA E G under an isomorphism v,such that v(Hi + p*A)/p”A = Ki, 
i = 0, l,..., IZ - 1. By Theorem 1.7 in [ 11, A is determined up to isomorphism 
by K,EK,c...cK n-1 c G. Hence for a = w the study of IH-groups of
length o + n is reduced to the study of groups of length cc) having a 
prescribed s tof pure subgroups i omorphic. This of course has a natural 
generalization to groups of length a. 
We will now formalize what we have said in the following theorems. We
will need several definitions before stating the theorems. Let a be a limit 
ordinal nd II a positive integer. Fori = 1,2, let Gi be a p-group of length a 
and Pi a subgroup of Gi[p”] containing a maximal p”-i-bounded summand 
of G and dense in the a-topology. We will say that (G, , P,) and (G2, P2) are 
equivalent ifthere is an isomorphism I,V from G, onto G, such that 
v(P,) = P,. In the case a= o, such a pair (G, P) is said to be of ZH-type if 
given any two pure dense subgroups H, and H, of G such that 
P= H,[p”] @ Q, = H,[p”] @ Q2 with p”-‘QI = {0} and pnp’Qz = {O), we 
have H, and H, isomorphic. 
THEOREM 5. Let a be a limit ordinal nd n a positive integer. Let.Ya,., 
be the class of equivalence classes ofpairs (G, P), where G is a p-group of 
length a and P is a subgroup of G[p”] containing a maximal p”-‘-bounded 
summand of G and dense in the a-topology with P[p] # G[ p]. Let fl,+,, be
the class of isomorphism classes ofp-groups oflength a + n. Then the map 
9: flcx+,r  %&.?I : A + (A/p”A, A [ p”]/p”A) is one-to-one a donto. 
Prooj: The construction of elongations given above shows that he map 
is onto. Theorem 1.7 of [ 11, together with Proposition 2, shows that rp is one- 
to-one (this also follows from [6]). 
THEOREM 6. Let &,,, be the subclass ofQwt,, of ZH-groups. Let .gW,,, 
be the subclass of,FW,n ofZH-types. Then (D 1dwfn is onto .gk,,. 
ProojI This follows from Theorem 5, Proposition 2, and the construction 
of elongations given above. 
3. EXAMPLES 
For each integer n > 2 we will give an example of ap-group G of length o 
with a dense subgroup P of G[p”] such that all the pure subgroups K of G 
such that K[ p”] = P are isomorphic but not all the pure subgroups L of G 
such that L[p”-‘1 = P[p”-‘1 are isomorphic. Using the construction of 
elongations given above we can construct an example of a group A of length 
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cc) + n having all its high subgroups i omorphic, butA/put ‘-~ ‘A does not 
have all of its high subgroups i omorphic. 
Let B = @ ,“, Z(p”) and g be its torsion completion. LetH, be a pure 
dense subgroup of i? containing B such that 8/H, has rank 1. Let H, be a 
pure subgroup of g containing B such that H,[p”-‘j = H,[p”-‘1 but no 
pure subgroup of B supported by H,[p”] is isomorphic to any pure 
subgroup of B supported byH2[ p”]. (0 ne can construct such an H, using 
only a slight generalization of part of the proof of Theorem 66.4 in [3 1.) 
Note also that here can be no isomorphism from H,[ p”] onto H,[ p”] that 
preserves h ights inB. (To prove this one can use the same argument as that 
at the bottom of page469 in [2].) Let O+K+F+B+O be a pure exact 
sequence with F a direct sum of cyclic p-groups. Let G = F/K[p”]. Then G 
is a pWtn -projective p-group such that G[ p”] = S[ pt] &I B[ p” ] with 
S = K/K[p”] and B[p”] identified w thF[p”]/K[p”]. (By @ we mean direct 
as a valuated group.) Note that G/B[p”] is a direct sum of cyclic groups. 
Let cp: G + G/S E B, where p is natural nd G/S is identified with B. Let 
A, =rp-,(H,) and A,=a,-‘(H,). Note that A,[p”-‘]=A,[P”~‘] since 
H,[p”-‘1 = H,(p”-‘1. 
We will show that A, is not isomorphic toA,. To see this, suppose 
not and let p:A,-+A, be an isomorphism. Now for i = 1, 2, 
Ai[p”] = S[p”] 6 Pi, where Pi = Hi[p”] and A,/P, is a direct sum of cyclic 
groups. Thus it follows from [4] that A2/@P, n Pz) is a direct sum of 
cyclics. Let q: A, + A2/@P, r7 Pz) be natural. Since q 1 Pz[p] is height 
nondecreasing a dthe image of q is a direct sum of cyclic groups we have 
MPI = T6 ker(rl I PJpl)~ w h ere T supports a pure direct sum of cyclic 
groups in A, (see Lemma 1 in [5]). Since g/H, has finite rank, the elements 
of T must have bounded height. Hence there is an integer n,such that 
(p”lH,)[p] cpP, nP,. Decompose H, = S, OH;, where S, is a maximal 
p”,-bounded summand of H,. Let Pi = H;[p”]. Note that P; c P,. 
Define q’:A,/P;[p]+A,/@P,nP,): a+P;[p]+q(a). Now since 
r’ I (PsIP;[Pl)[Pl is height nondecreasing a dthe image of II’ is a direct 
sum of cyclic groups we have (Pi/P; [ p])[ p] = T’ @ ker v’ 1 (P; /Pi [p]) [p 1, 
where as above T supports a pure direct sum of cyclic groups in A,/Pilp]. 
Again we can conclude that he elements ofT’ have bounded height. Thus 
there is an integer n2such that (p”z(H;/H;( p] E @P, n PJH;[p]. Hence 
there is an integer n;such that (p”lH;)[p*] &pP, n P,. Continuing inthis 
manner we can find an integer m such that p”‘H,[p”] &pP, n P,. By the 
same arguments we may assume that m has been chosen such that 
p”‘H, [p”] c P, np- ‘P,. Since v and q, ’ preserve h ights we must have 
v(P~H,[P”I)E P”‘H,[P”I and a-‘(p”H,[p”])sp”H,[p”]. Thus v is a 
height-preserving isomorphism from pmH, [p”] onto pmH,[ p”]. Thus q can 
be extended toa height-preserving isomorphism from H, [ p” ] onto H, 1 p” I. 
This contradicts our choice of H,[ p”]. Thus A, and A, are not isomorphic. 
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Next recall that every subgroup ofa pwt “-projective groupis p” “I- 
projective. Thus by [4] every pure subgroup ofG supported by A, [ p” 1 is 
isomorphic to A,. 
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